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OpenLimit Holding AG: Cooperation between ]init[ and OpenLimit for eIDService-Providing
eID server solutions for new personal ID card in Germany available for online
authentication in internet portals
Baar, September 6, 2010 ― ]init[ AG for digital communication and OpenLimit SignCubes AG
are now offering highly secure eID-Services for e-Government and e-Business applications.
Both companies have signed an exclusive technology cooperation agreement.
Starting on November 1st, online service providers can use the cost-effective solution to
securely and reliably connect to the technical core of the new eID infrastructure, the eIDserver, in order to authenticate users who want to access their applications.
Within the scope of the collaboration, OpenLimit provides an eID Server for the BSI certified
data processing center of ]init[. Online service providers thus have access to an eID-service
that meets the highest data security and data privacy guidelines. As the provider of the eID
client software “AusweisApp”, OpenLimit also developed the eID-Server together with the
Bundesdruckerei, as part of the tender of the Federal Ministry of the Interior. This
technology has been successfully tested in data processing centers since the onset of the
field test for the new identity card.
]init[ not only contributes their long-term experience to the cooperation in setting up and
operating highly complex and secure IT infrastructures. As a full service provider, the IT
specialist based in Berlin will offer the eID-service and will also provide the organizational
and the functional consulting pertaining to the eID service, as well as the implementation of
the eID function in online applications.

Baar, 06.09.2010

About ]init[ AG for digital communication
Services for the eSociety –- under this claim ]init[ conceptually designs and realizes
customer-fit solutions for national and international governments and administrations,
NGOs and other players within society which are based on modern information and
communication technology. In doing so, ]init[ with its 200 employees is specialized in
eGovernment solutions. The services range from strategic advice and concept development,
web and surface design, editorial services, software development and systems integration
to the high availability and high security operation of systems. Working from five different
locations, customer projects are accompanied and executed starting from idea generation,
operational setup and implementation till the continuous further development, drawing on
interdisciplinary skills and individual approaches. ]init[ was founded in 1995 by the chairman
of the board Dirk Stocksmeier. For more information go to www.init.de
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About OpenLimit
OpenLimit Holding AG is an internationally leading provider of certified software solutions
for electronic signatures and identities. Our software components can easily be integrated
into existing applications, enabling a highly efficient management of electronic documents,
media-consistent workflows and process optimisation in all business sectors. OpenLimit
holds the very first certification recognising world-wide compliance with international
security standard, Common Criteria EAL 4+, guaranteeing the highest degree of security and
legal validity currently achievable.
Additional information is available under: http://www.openlimit.com/en
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Legal Disclaimer
The content of this announcement is for informational purposes only and does not represent
an investment recommendation, a solicitation to a private placement or an offer to
purchase or sell stock or any other financial instrument of the Company. OpenLimit Holding
AG shall assume no liability for losses occurred directly or indirectly as a result of providing
this information. This, in particular, applies to potential losses incurred with stock of
OpenLimit Holding AG.

